
PIs or Researchers:  Modifications to New Submissions or Required in eRIA IRBQUICK REFERENCE GUIDE (QRG)

1. At the top of your browser window, TYPE:
https://eria-irb.princeton.edu and click ENTER. 

2. At the prompt, LOG IN with Princeton NetID and password and accept DUO 
Authentication.  This will take you to your eRIA home page.

3. On your home page (below THINGS TO DO), 
CLICK on your protocol that says either:  

PI Modifications or Review or
Research Modifications

This will open the TASK/ASSIGNMENT Window.

4. At the TASK/ASSIGNMENT Window, review all forms listed below the 
DOCUMENT/FORM header.
To edit any form, CLICK on 
the entry.  This will open the form 
in a new window.

5. You can maximize the form by CLICKING on the square button located at the top right 
of the form.

6. Before you can access the form, you will need to unlock it by CLICKING the box next 
to the word LOCKED located at the upper right corner of the form. Make sure the 
box is unchecked before proceeding.

7. EDIT document per IRB suggestions.   
To move the Scroll Bar, CLICK and 
HOLD the bar handle on the right edge of the form and 
drag the handle up or down.
NOTE:  Researchers who need PI approval should 
continue following these instructions.  You will be instructed on how to forward the 
submission to your PI.

8. When you are finished, CLICK the box next to the Locked checkbox (reverse of step 6) 
to relock the modification form. Locking the form will save and close the form and 
return you to the Task Assignment window.  
NOTE:  If any required fields are incomplete, an error message with . Finish all 
incomplete items listed and click Locked again.

9. Upon return to the Task/Assignment window, select the Next Step Decision 
dropdown:  Here is where to choose whether you return the submission to the PI, 
return to a researcher OR Return to the IRB. 

10. Finally, you MUST CLICK “I AM DONE” located at the upper right corner of the form.

11. This will close the Task Assignment window and push the submission forward to the 
entity you chose in step #9.  You should no longer see this protocol listed in your 
Things to Do when this is complete.

For more detailed steps  and information, see:
eRIA Guide for Principal Investigators and Researchers and eRIA Navigation Guide

at www.ria.Princeton.edu/eria/help-guides
For eRIA IRB Support contact us at eria-irb@Princeton.edu or call 609.258.0865
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